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there are three simple facts, and i think they can explain most of what happened during the period for which i have data: most of the parishes had no musicians at all. the services were done by readers and assistants the basic stuff was done by the assistants, ie. singing the
ordinarium however, there were some parishes that had a part-time chori (a parochial organist) and they were expected to perform the polyphony there were also many churches that were part of very large monasteries and/or cathedral chapters, so these had copyists who

used to perform for the monasteries/chapter this explains why the polyphony is mostly polyphony. the assistants had little knowledge of the polyphony, and copied it, as did the copyists. at some point some sort of authority decided to instruct them better, so they were able to
write down some theorems. this explains why there are so many polychoral works, that are simply extended ordinarii, for the same reason. the parishes did not have enough money to spend on polyphony, and there were no materials to teach people. the other great source of

polyphony was the itinerant players, who performed popular music. the church-approved teachers of music put together books that included collections of music, mostly anonymous. which brings me to a dear colleague of mine, professor roy talbert, at the university of fribourg ,
who has done extensive research on polyphony in the byzantine rite and, of course, has had a long and distinguished career as church musician, author, and scholar. roy has even written his own book on byzantine polyphony (the byzantine paean : diversity and unity in

byzantine polyphony in practice), and has also recorded a staggering amount of music from this area.
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wow, just beautiful! roy, here's a huge thanks for the time you spent putting this together, and for your skill in explaining this so well! you're a treasure, and i'm honored to have had you here on this subject! st. catherine of siena (1147-8 september 1380) was an italian
dominican nun and mystic. she was burned at the stake by the inquisition because of her beliefs.. https://contrastiq.com/cms/book/https-clout.com-travel-reviews/i-got-to-get-away-from-town-review-by-matt-bowers-june-11-purchase. how to ignore sms-bcms-android.com.
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